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1. BROTHERS WU HAVE HAD TWO MEETINGS...THERAPY UNSUCCESSFUL.
FIRST MEETING HELD NIGHT 15 OCT AT NONA. SECOND MEETING WAS 17 OCT
AT MÉX. ATTENDED BY LIANG SSU CHENG WHO MONOPOLIZED CONVERSATION.
LIANG AGAIN REVEALED HIMSELF AS CONVINCED COMMUNIST WELL VERSED
IN BOTH COMMUNIST THEORY AND CURRENT CHICAGO LINE ON U.S. DISCRIMINATION
PROBLEMS. KHRUSHCHEV, CHICAGO ABILITY SURVIVE WAR ETC. INTERESTING
TO NOTE BROTHER'S EFFECTIVE REBUTTAL TO LIANG'S PAT COMMUNIST LINE.
CONFIDENT SHOCK LIANG'S COHESION TO POINT HE ABANDONED DEBATE
PLEADING ILL HEALTH.

2. ALTHOUGH TARGET AGREED BROTHER'S DETOUR IN THE MORNING 15 OCT,
HE CALLED AND SAID UNABLE TO DUE SUDDEN COMMITMENTS WITH GROUP.
DUE BROTHER'S PERSISTENCE, TARGET TENTATIVELY AGREED GO HOTEL
1600 HOURS 16 OCT TO PICK UP GIFTS. IF HE SHOWS ALONE, WHICH
UNLIKELY, INTEND DIRECT APPROACH BASED ON COYOTE'S DESIRE HAVE
CONTACT WITH FRIENDLY CHINESE WHICH IS REVERSE OF LIANG LINE TO
STIPULATE PER PARA 10 MEXI 6515. APPROACH PLANNED SO AS CONCEAL
BROTHER'S TRUE ROLE. IF DIRECT CONTACT ESTABLISHED AND TARGET
APPREHENSIBLE WILL ATTEMPT ARRANGE RIO CONTACT.
1. Target VI: apparently timid professorial type afraid of politics. On several occasions he has advised Brother not discuss politics with Chicons. Apparently embarrassed by Liang/Brother lunch event. Target also advised Brother not reveal name, address or phone since these should not be publicly known. Although Target happy to see brother, he estimates political realities of situation are dictating course of discretion to Target. Part he has failed to meet brother privately indicates he either by choice or per orders is trying avoid getting involved in what could be sticky situation.

2. Per Para 9, Dir 70116, Target states group which RIOD is response to invitation from Brazilian architect delegates to goes.

3. Brother has been most cooperative and effective.